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Nokia C21
Smart security that evolves
2 years of quarterly security updates  will protect 
your device against the latest security threats. Plus, 

you can access your Nokia C21.

The battery-life  
that lasts all day  
Choose the phone that won’t let you down, with a 
rewarding all-day battery-life – giving you the freedom 
to keep going and going on a single charge.

Nokia C21 is built to bring you closer, and take you further. 
, as 

standard, with our signature durability – making it the 
perfect choice for embracing smartphone performance. 
The epic all-day battery-life – from just a single charge – 

6.5” HD+ display is perfect for streaming, swiping, scrolling 
and sharing, wherever and whenever you choose. 

Nokia C21

Looks good. Lasts longer
Every Nokia C21 is put through rigorous testing, to 
ensure it meets all our exacting durability standards. 

and features toughened cover glass. The handset’s 
sleek, curved design, and patterned polycarbonate 
back also make it a joy to hold and behold.

A blockbuster HD+ display  
With a big and bright 6.5” HD+ display, you can watch 
movies exactly how they were intended – and an all-day 
battery-life  means you won’t miss the ending. 

Nokia G21



It’s rare you get that warm fuzzy feeling with a phone, but this one 
delivers. Nokia X20 is built to last, and because you’ll have it for a while, 
we knew it had to be good. 

That’s why Nokia X20 features the innovative Dual Sight multi-cam mode 
that lets you shoot different angles at the same time, and with 5G, you’ll 
share your videos in a flash. 3-years of warranty, software and security 
updates will also ensure tomorrow’s phone is even better than today’s.

Nokia X20

Nokia X20

Warranty
3-years of warranty that allows you to 

keep your phone longer
3-years of software updates

to ensure its longevity

Android 11
3-years of security updates to

keep your phone safe and secure 

Security

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-x-20?sku=101QKSLVH069


Nokia X20

Qualcomm
Snapdragon™ 480 5G

CPU

4,470 mAh
Enough to

last you all day 

BatteryDisplay & Camera
Enjoy the 6.67” Corning® 

GorillaTM Glass 5 display and 
ramp up the quality of your 

videos and pictures with 32 MP 
front camera and 64 MP quad 

camera featuring ZEISS Optics. 

RAM: 8GB | ROM: 128GB 

Memory

Environmental features:

Packaging
We work to minimize the environmental impact of our packaging by selecting sustainable materials 
and reducing the packaging size. Our packaging contains up to 85% recycled materials and it is 
100% recyclable.

Energy Consumption
The supplied battery and charger are compliant with the EU directive and regulations. The battery does 
not contain cadmium, lead, or mercury in concentrations higher than those defined in the directive. 
Meanwhile, the charger meets the EU Code of Conduct on Energy Efficiency of external power supplies.

Recycling
91% of the device materials can be recovered as materials and energy. 

We manage our activities and our supply chain closely to ensure we meet the relevant legislation and international 
standards. We are committed to preventing and reducing the impact of our business through open and ethical 
management practices. 

We monitor the use of our resources closely and with effective operational and technical management, look to 
reduce waste creation and limit our emissions to land, sea and air. We take the environment into account 
throughout the organisation. Our design for the environment process ensures that our products comply with the 
latest standards in environmental performance. We monitor and improve our product development, production, 
transport, use and end of life planning (reduce, reuse, recycle and reclaim).

HMD stands committed to environmental protection.

Know more about our environmental profile

Nordic BlueColor:

Disclaimer:
1. 5G coverage is limited and might not be supported by your network provider. Actual speed depends on network and other factors.
2. Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries. Where not available the Google Assistant is replaced by Google Search.

Check availability at https://support.google.com/assistant
3. Pre-installed system software and apps used a significant part of memory space.
4. Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced.

6.67

http://support.google.com/assistant
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_int/environmental-profiles#environmental-profile-nokia-x-20


Nokia T20
Nokia T20 brings the classic Nokia quality to the big screen, and helps you 
find better work-life balance. Its crystal clear 2K screen lets you see both 
work presentations and movie marathons in stunning details with crystal 
clear audio for immersive entertainment and better-quality calls. 
With 2-years of OS upgrades and 3-years of monthly security updates in 
a well-built design mean you’ll be enjoying it all for years to come.

Nokia T20

2-years of OS Upgrades &
3-years of Security Updates

Keep up to date,
keep safe

With 10.4” display,
delight in every sight

See every detail with a
2K display

2K

A tablet with massive
8,200mAh battery

Long lasting battery

Memory
RAM: 4GB | ROM: 64GB

Make the most with
both LTE and WIFI connection

Connectivity

Disclaimer:
1. Nokia T20 offers 10 hours of video streaming time, 15 hours of web surfing time or 7 hours of video calling time based on our real-life usage test.

Actual results may vary due to changes in connectivity, environmental conditions, or other variables.
2. Nokia T20 supports up to 1200*2000 resolution. Actual playback resolution depends additionally on other variables such as quality of the

connection when streaming and possible digital rights management requirements.
3. From the global launch date of Nokia T20. Google and other related trademarks are trademarks of Google LLC.
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Comfort Earbuds 
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IMAGE 
RESOLUTION
Please check the 
resolution of the images 

If needed re download the 
high resolution image from 
MAP before sending any 
artwork to print. 

Deep OceanColor:

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-t-20?sku=F20RID1A029


Nokia G10
To survive family life, you need energy. Lots of energy. 

Luckily, Nokia G10 has what you need, with a battery that goes for days 
– not hours – between charges. The big screen will captivate your kids for 
the whole journey, and its triple rear camera with enhanced imagery 
means you’re always ready to catch those special moments, whenever 
they might happen. Combine that with the latest Android™ 11, two 
years of software upgrades and three years of security updates and 
you’ve got a phone that will truly stand the test of time.

Nokia G10

Power up with a 5,050 mAh
battery that takes you

right through the weekend 

AI-assisted battery
Get lost in a big screen,

bright enough to hold your attention

Boosted 6.5” screen Triple camera with
AI modes

Capture those special family 
moments with a 8 MP front 
camera and a 13 MP Main + 
2 MP Depth + 2 MP Macro 

cameras at the back

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-g-10?sku=719901147081


Nokia G10

NightColor:

Disclaimer:
1. Battery durability are based on real-life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-g-10
2. Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries. Where not available the Google Assistant is replaced by Google Search.

Check availability at https://support.google.com/assistant
3. Pre-installed system software and apps used a significant part of memory space.
4. Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced.

Unlock instantly - it only takes
a glance or a touch

Secure access
MTK Helio G25

CPU

3-years of Security Updates &
2-years of Software Updates

Android 11
RAM: 4GB | ROM: 64GB

Memory

Environmental features:

Packaging
We work to minimize the environmental impact of our packaging by selecting sustainable materials 
and reducing the packaging size. Our packaging contains up to 91% recycled materials and it is 
100% recyclable.

Energy Consumption
The supplied battery and charger are compliant with the EU directive and regulations The battery does 
not contain cadmium, lead, or mercury in concentrations higher than those defined in the directive. 
Meanwhile, the charger meets the EU Code of Conduct on Energy Efficiency of external power supplies.

Recycling
All materials of the device can be recovered as materials and the recoverability rate of device material 
is up to 82%.

We manage our activities and our supply chain closely to ensure we meet the relevant legislation and international 
standards. We are committed to preventing and reducing the impact of our business through open and ethical 
management practices. 

We monitor the use of our resources closely and with effective operational and technical management, look to 
reduce waste creation and limit our emissions to land, sea and air. We take the environment into account 
throughout the organisation. Our design for the environment process ensures that our products comply with the 
latest standards in environmental performance. We monitor and improve our product development, production, 
transport, use and end of life planning (reduce, reuse, recycle and reclaim).

HMD stands committed to environmental protection.

Know more about our environmental profile

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_int/environmental-profiles#environmental-profile-nokia-g-10
http://support.google.com/assistant
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-g-10?sku=719901147081


Enjoy more of what you love for longer, on a 
bigger, brighter screen. Nokia G21 combines a 
jaw-dropping 3-day battery-life with seamless 
performance with a breathtaking 50 MP 
camera featuring AI imaging technology. It’s 
super-tough too, inside and out, with a sleek 
polycarbonate shell, 2× more security updates 
than the competiton, 2 years of OS updates 
and a 30-day trial of ExpressVPN.

Nokia G21

Nokia G21

Nordic Blue Dusk

Color:

3-day battery

50 MP triple camera with
advanced AI imaging

Up to 3 days of battery to get you
through the weekend

Triple camera with
AI imaging

90Hz refresh rate
Smoother screen scrolling,

A more fluid experience

90Hz

OS upgrades and
security updates

2 years of OS upgrades. 2x more
security updates than the competition

Disclaimer:
HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. All specifications, 
features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. Variations on offering may apply. Check local availability.

1. The 3-day battery testing was conducted using a real-life usage test by HMD Global. The test included active usage of a device for 5 hours per day with 
a new battery. Usage included e.g. gaming, video streaming, calling, sending sms, browsing and using apps (such as social media, news, navigation and 
music). The test was conducted with normal device settings in a lit indoor environment. The device was left on standby overnight.
2. Nokia G21 receives in total 36 security updates from the global launch of the device. Other smart phones in the same price point receive on the 
average up to 16 security updates during their life cycle.
3. From the global launch date of Nokia G21.
4. Android is a trademark of Google LLC.
5. 18w USB Power Delivery 3.0 compatible fast charging supported. Fast charger needs to be purchased separately. Sales pack contains 10w charger.

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-g-21


Nokia C20
Scandinavian design and build-quality means Nokia C20 doesn’t just look 
great, it’ll also take life’s little knocks. All day battery life lets you do more 
of what you love even longer – whether it’s listening to music or watching 
videos – while the big screen makes everything look even better. All this 
runs on a fast processor with the latest Android 11 (Go edition), plus 4G 
connectivity. You also get 2-years of security updates to keep everything 
running smoother, for longer.

Dark Blue

Color:

Nokia C20

Nordic, quality design
Enjoy a smartphone that is stylish
and reliable at an incredible value

Front and back
5 MP cameras

Be immersed in whatever you watch,
whenever you want with a

3,000 mAh removable battery

Long lasting battery
and 6.5” display

With SC9863a Octa-core
up to 1.6Ghz, you can

do more, watch more, and
 listen to more – faster

Speedy octa-core
processor Android 11 (Go Edition) +

2-years of Security Updates

OS
RAM: 2GB | ROM: 32GB

Memory

Capture the most of every 
moment with the HDR and 

beautification features

Disclaimer:
1. Battery durability are based on real-life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-c-20
2. Pre-installed system software and apps used a significant part of memory space.
3. Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced.

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-c-20
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-c-20?sku=286649114


Nokia C21

Nokia C21 is built to bring 
you closer, and take you 
further. It combines 2 years 
of quarterly security 
updates, as standard, with 
our signature durability – 
making it the perfect choice 
for embracing smartphone 
performance. The epic 
all-day battery-life – from 
just a single charge – means 
you can do more of what you 
love. And a big bright 6.5” 
HD+ display is perfect for 
streaming, swiping, scrolling 
and sharing, wherever and 
whenever you choose. 

Nokia C21

Dark Blue Warm Grey

Color:

Battery-life that lasts all day

8MP autofocus seamlessly reads
QR codes - and front camera

with flash is perfect for selfies

Stay connected for longer, without
worrying about haveing to recharge

More than a camera

Big and bright HD+ display
Breathtaking screen-time and

captivating entertainment, all on a
6.5” High Definition display

6.55

Security that evolves
2 years of quarterly security updates

protect your phone against the 
latest threats

Disclaimer:
HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. All 
specifications, features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. Variations on offering may apply.
Check local availability. 

1. Nokia C21 delivers all-day battery life based on our real-life usage test. Actual results may vary due to changes in connectivity, 
environmental conditions, or other variables.
2. From the global product launch.



Nokia C01 Plus 
Make every moment count with the Nokia C01 Plus featuring a sharp
HD+ screen, front and rear HDR cameras with flash and an octa-core 
processor. 4G connectivity and the long-lasting battery will help keep 
you connected for longer between charges. Save data and storage space 
with Android™ 11 (Go edition) and enjoy better privacy and usability.

Blue

Color:

Nokia C01 Plus

Capture photos or selfies night
and day using the 5 MP front

and rear HDR cameras with flash

Flash on both sides5.45” HD+ display
Immerse yourself in videos and enjoy

video calls with friends and family
With a 3,000 mAh removable battery

and tested durability you can trust

Durable design and 
long-lasting battery 

Android 11 (Go Edition)

OS
RAM: 2GB | ROM: 16GB

MemoryPerformance
With SC9863a Octa-core up to 1.6Ghz

and 4G for fast performance
and connectivity 

Disclaimer:
1. Battery durability are based on real-life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-c-01-plus
2. Pre-installed system software and apps used a significant part of memory space.
3. Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced.

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-c-01-plus
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-c-01-plus?sku=719901162051


With Nokia 105 4G, keeping in touch with 
family and friends has never been easier 
– or more rewarding. Built with 4G VoLTE 
capabilities, calls are so crisp and clear 
that those close to you will feel even 
closer. And when you’re not calling, 
listening to FM radio and playing games 
will keep you smiling through your down 
time, especially as its zoomed menus and 
Readout text-to-speech function makes 
navigating your way around the phone as 
easy as can be.

Nokia 105 4G

Nokia 105 4G

Blue Black Red

Color:

Enjoy closer connections

Stay entertained

Easier than ever to use

Superior design build and a
long-lasting battery

HD voice calls with 4G VoLTE

With FM radio, games and
internet connectivity

Zoomed menus for easy navigation

A modern classic that’s 
built to last

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-105-4g?sku=16VEGR21A09


Aqua

Black

Yellow

Color:

In keeping with our reputation for quality, reliable handsets, Nokia 110 4G is 
built to last and designed to stun. It’s a future-ready phone packed with 
features including 4G VoLTE connectivity, easy-to-navigate zoomed menus 
and audio Readout assist, wireless and wired FM radio, expandable memory 
with 32 GB card support, games and built-in torch and camera. This isn’t 
just a phone that looks good – it’s a phone that has you covered.

Nokia 110 4G

Call quality

Camera

Easier to use

With internet access, games, and
three colours to choose from

HD voice calls with 4G VoLTE

Featuring a camera for when you
need to click photos

Zoomed-in menus and audio Readout feature

Style and entertainment

Nokia 110 4G

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-110-4g?sku=16LYRY21A08


Nokia Comfort 
Earbuds
With supreme comfort and 
superb sound, Nokia Comfort 
Earbuds provides up to 9.5 
hours of comfortable listening 
on one charge and up to 22 
hours of playback with the 
compact charging case.

Thanks to their natural, 
ergonomic design and their 
unique comfort rings, the 
earbuds sit securely in your ear 
with a soft and lightweight feel. 

Nokia T20 Rugged Flip Cover
The perfect partner for your T20, 
Nokia T20 Rugged Flip Cover features 
rugged bumpers for increased drop 
and scratch protection. The easy-grip 
materials offer enhanced handling and 
its premium soft-touch felt liner keeps 
your device looking good for longer.

Nokia Accessories
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Comfort Earbuds 
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https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-comfort-earbuds?sku=8P00000143
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my/nokia-t-20-rugged-flip-cover?sku=8P00000159


Why a Nokia Phone?

Trusted, secure 
and built to last.

#1 in trust rankings for a second year
Delivering monthly security updates for three years and 
Android™ software upgrades for two years means that 
once again, Nokia smartphones top the 2020 
Counterpoint Research trust rankings. With device 
testing that exceeds the industry average, we’re also 
ahead of other smartphone brands for build quality.

Purposefully crafted
We believe in making conscious choices. In using 
fewer but more durable materials, we deliver higher 
quality smartphones that live up to our Nordic 
premium heritage.

It’s trusted

Security you can count on
Counterpoint Research showed Nokia phones lead the 
trust rankings based on software, security updates 
and build quality.

Better value over time
Thanks to regular updates, Nokia phones deliver a better 
device experience that retains its value over time.

The latest updates, faster
Nokia phones lead in the regularity of software and 
security updates among the top Android smartphone 
brands, with 3-years of monthly security updates 
and up to 3 sets of full OS software upgrades.

It’s secure

Tougher than the rest
Counterpoint Research found that Nokia phones 
undergo tougher tests than the industry average.

Made from high-quality materials
Durable phones made from high-quality materials that have 
a better resistance to drop and impact, fatigue, wear and 
scratch, thermal stress, moisture and liquids.

Built from the inside out
Software and security updates that keep the 
insides as hard wearing as the outside.

It’s built to last

Why a Nokia Phone?



Follow us on Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/nokiamobilemy

Shopee
https://shopee.com.my/nokia.os

Nokia Mobile Retailers

Lazada
lazada.com.my/shop/nokia

Where to buy

To know more about our products visit
https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_my

Follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/NokiamobileMY 

Where to buy?

Disclaimer:
HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. Android, 
Google and other related marks and logos are trademarks of Google LLC. Variations on offering may apply. Check local availability. All specifications, 
features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. Images are for illustrative purposes only. 

Scan the QR code to 
download the latest 
mobile catalogue:

www.nokia.com/phones/en_my
www.nokia.com/phones/en_my
www.facebook.com/NokiamobileMY
www.instagram.com/nokiamobilemy
www.instagram.com/nokiamobilemy
www.facebook.com/NokiamobileMY
www.shopee.com.my/nokia.os
www.shopee.com.my/nokia.os
lazada.com.my/shop/nokia
lazada.com.my/shop/nokia
https://bit.ly/NokiaMobileRetailers
https://bit.ly/NokiaMobileRetailers



